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We show the Bore1 Conjecture is consistent with the continuum large. 
0. Introduction 
In this work we consider the problem of the Bore1 Conjecture with large 
continuum. This problem has been one of the most interesting in the post-Cohen 
era of set theory. The consistency of the Bore1 Conjecture was proved by Laver 
[8], from the consistency of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. 
The importance of the Laver result is two-fold: On the one hand it gives a 
connection between abstract set theory and problems in analysis and on the other 
hand his solution contains the first use of countable support iterated forcing (this 
will produce such deep developments as the Proper Forcing Axiom). However, 
the Laver solution was not general, in fact in his model the cardinality of the 
continuum is equal to X2. Further analysis of the technique of ‘countable support 
iteration’ proves that it is impossible to enlarge the continuum farther than K2 
using such techniques. The fact is that in any extension by a w,-iteration with 
countable support of non-trivial forcing notions, the continuum has cardinality Ni. 
Also a finite support iteration forcing does not help for getting a model for the 
Bore1 Conjecture, because Cohen reals are added in every o-limit. These facts 
show us that the problem of the Bore1 Conjecture with the continuum bigger than 
K2 may be a really hard problem. 
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For many years the experts were thinking that a solution for this problem 
should bring new ideas about forcing iteration. Unfortunately this did not 
happen: We will show in Section 3 that adding random reals (by the measure 
algebra) to the Laver model preserves the Bore1 Conjecture. This clearly is 
enough in order to enlarge the continuum to every cardinal of cofinality bigger 
than w and preserve the Bore1 Conjecture. The proof presented in Section 3 
works for a large class of forcing extensions, and the only two properties used are 
‘the Laver property’ and ‘the Laver condition’. Woodin proved, in 1981, that for 
a model having OK,, adding w2 Laver reals followed by random reals yields a 
model for the Bore1 Conjecture. This result was never published. Judah (Ihoda) 
and Shelah [5] proved the results in Sections 1 and 2, and get a different proof of 
what Woodin [ll] had proved, and this proof is presented in Section 3. This proof 
does not use diamond at all, and is shorter. 
In Section 1 we will develop a way to take the support in the limit stages. We 
will call this ‘mixed support iteration’ and we will show that this ‘mixed support 
iteration’ satisfies the usual properties required for an iteration framework. We 
will show that the mixed support satisfies the Laver condition and if in each 
coordinate we are using Ramsey ultrafilters then the mixed support satisfies the 
Laver property. 
In Section 2 we will show that if a model satisfies CH, then there is a partially 
ordered set, forcing the Bore1 Conjecture. This forcing notion is given by using 
the technology introduced in Section 1. Good test problems can be found in [4]. 
We finish this section by giving some definitions and facts about strong measure 
zero sets. 
0.1. Definition. A set X c R has strong measure zero iff for every ( ci: i < 
0) l (I%‘+)” there is (xi: i < o) E (W)O such that 
X C il+m (Xi - &i, Xi + &i). 
In order to produce strong measure zero sets, the following definition was used. 
0.2. Definition. A set X s [w is a generalized Luzin set if for every meager set M, 
0.3. Fact. (a) CH implies there are generalized Luzin sets of size 2’“. 
(b) If 2% is regular and X is a generalized Luzin set, then X has strong 
zero. 
Proof. See [4]. Cl 
measure 
But there is a weaker assumption which produces uncountable measure zero 
sets, which was given by Rothberger in the 40’s. 
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0.3. Definition. (a) Let F = (h: i < K) E (o”): We say that F is an unbounded 
family if for every g E w” there is i < K such that for infinitely many 12 E w, 
g(n) <A(n). 
(b) Let b be the minimal K such that there is an unbounded family of 
cardinality K. 
0.4. Theorem (Rothberger). b = K, 3 there is an uncountable strong measure 
zero set. 
Proof. This proof was supplied by A. Miller. We say that X is concentrated on Q 
iff for every Ou, open, if % 2 Q then X - % is countable. Clearly X concentrated 
on Q implies X strong measure zero. Let (6: i < 0,) be an unbounded family, 
w.1.o.g. i <j implies (3n Vm > n)(L(m) <J(m)) (this means& <*A). Identify w” 
with P E [0, 11, where P are the irrational numbers. If % G [0, l] is an open set 
and Q E %, then K = [0, l] - % c P is compact. Therefore there is g E ow such 
that KG {f: f 6* g} but {i:J S* g} is countable. 0 
0.5. Definition. Borel’s Conjecture holds iff every strong measure zero set is 
countable. 
1. The Laver condition 
We will give the definition of a strong measure zero set of reals when instead of 
the real line we consider 2”, the set of o-sequences of O’s and 1’s. It is 
well-known that any result about strong measure zero sets in 2” may be translated 
to a result on strong measure zero sets in the usual representation of the real line 
(see [l, §9]). 
1.0. Definition. A set Xc 2” has strong meusure zero if and only if for every 
f E ow there exists g E (27, such that 
(i) for every 12 E 0, g(n) E 2f(“); 
(ii) for every x E X there exists infinitely many n E o such that x r f (n) = g(n). 
Clearly every countable set of reals has strong measure zero. A good reference 
for strong measure zero sets is [4]. 
The Bore1 Conjecture is the statement hat says that every strong measure zero 
set is countable. The Bore1 Conjecture fails when the continuum hypothesis holds 
and Laver [8] proved: 
1.2. Theorem (Laver). Cons(ZF) + Cons(ZFC + Bore1 Conjecture + 2% = N,). 
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We will give our version of this theorem in Section 2. There are essentially two 
technical devices involved in the proof of Theorem 1.2 and in the proof of similar 
theorems. They are the Laver condition and the Laver property. 
1.3. Definition. Suppose P is a forcing notion and the members of P have the 
form (s, p), where s E [K]‘” for some cardinal K. Then we say that P has the 
Laver condition if and only if for every P-sentence q and for every (s, p) in P, 
there exists q such that (s, p) cp (s, q) E P and 
(s, q) It “@’ or (s, q) It “19”. 
1.4.1. Definition. Let P be a forcing notion. We say that P has the Laver 
property if and only if for every P-name f for a function from o to o and for 
every p E P, and for every h, g E o”, if 
(i) h(n)+m and 
(ii) p Itp ‘f(n) <g(n)” then there exist q E P, p s q and F E (cB<~)~ such that 
(iii) IF(n)1 c h(n) and 
(iv) “q Itf (n) E F(n)“. 
The Laver real forcing has both the Laver condition and the Laver property, 
the Mathias real forcing also satisfies both definitions (see [8] and [l]). Shelah [lo] 
has proved that the Laver property is preserved under countable support iterated 
forcing. Clearly this property is not preserved under finite support iteration. In [7] 
we introduce a forcing notion P(D). This forcing was implicit in a paper of A. 
Louveau and in a paper of A. Blass. We recall the definition of P(D) and some 
facts on this forcing notion. 
1.4.2. Definition. If D is an ultrafilter over w, let P(D) be the following partially 
ordered set: 
(i) p E P(D) iff p c w Co is a tree and there exists s up, called the stem of p, 
suchthatforeverytEp, t~sors~tand{nEW:t”(n)Ep}ED. 
(ii) If p, q E P(D) we say that p s q iff q sp. 
(iii) Clearly we can identify a P(D)-generic object with an infinite subset of o 
(= the generic branch = n {p :p E GPCDj}. 
(iv) If p E P(D) then s(p) is the stem of p. 
(v) A condition p E P(D) is pure if s(p) = ( ). 
(vi) We say that q is a pure extension of p, p cpr q, if p =S q and s(p) = s(q). 
(vii) Note that D may be a filter and the definition of P(D) makes sense. 
(viii) If s E wGo and p E P(D), then we define p’“] = {t up :s c c or t ES}. 
1.5. Theorem [7]. (a) Ifx E [o] w is P(D)-generic over V, then for every a E D, 
x c* a ([~\a[ < 8,) and for every y E [xl”, y is P(D)-generic over V (so x is a 
Ramsey real). 
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(b) For every P(D)-sentence q~, and for every p E P(D) there exists q E P(D) 
such that 
p G q It “q” or p C q II “icp” 
and the stem of p is equal to the stem of q. 
(c) Zf Pn is the Silver forcing notion using a Ramsey ultrafilter D, then a E [ 01 w 
is Po-generic over V iff a is P(D)-generic over V. 
(d) Zf a E [w]O is P(D)-generic and Pn-generic over V, then D is a Ramsey 
ultrafilter (where PO is the ‘usual’ forcing notion for shooting a real ‘through’ the 
ultrafilter D ) . 
(e) Zf u E [CO]“’ is P(D)-generic and D is an ultrafilter and 36: [w]“+2 is in V, 
then there exists n E o such that IJC”[U - n]“] = 1. 
1.6. Corollary. Zf D is an ultrafilter, then P(D) has the Laver condition. 
In Section 2 we will prove the following 
1.7. Theorem. Zf D is an ultrajilter in V and X E V is an uncountable set of reals, 
then 
VpCD) k “X does not have strong measure zero”. 
Unfortunately P(D) does not have, in general, the Laver property. In order to 
obtain a P(D) having the Laver property we need to introduce the notion of 
Ramsey filter. 
1.8. Definition. Let D be an ultrafilter on w, then D is a Ramsey ultrafilter iff for 
every 
Jr: [642- 2 
there exists a E D such that ]z”[a121 = 1. 
1.9. Theorem (Canjar [2]). The following are equivalent: 
(a) Every filter of cardinality less than 2’” can be extended to a Ramsey 
ultrafilter. 
(b) The real line is not the union of less than 2%) meager sets. 
1.10. Lemma (see [l]). Zf D is a Ramsey ultrafilter, then P(D) has the Laver 
property. 
1.11. Definition. The Ramsey number ‘r’ is the minimal cardinal K satisfying: 
There exists ( ni: i < K) such that 
(a) ni: [012+ 2 for i < K; 
(b) for every a E [o]~ there exists i < K such that for no n E o, Il$[a - n1211 = 1. 
Such a family ( ni: i < K) is called a Ramsey family. 
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1.12. Corollary. Forcing with P(D), when D is an ultrajilter, destroys Ramsey 
families. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.5(e). 0 
We are trying to avoid the countable support iteration as well as the finite 
support iteration. Therefore the next stage is to define our framework for the 
iteration. More information can be found in [3]. 
1.13. Definition. We define by induction on (Y > 1 when (Pi; Qi: i, j < a) is a 
system of mixed support iteration of P(D): 
(Y = 1: PO is the trivial forcing notion (i.e. [FD,, = {O}) and there exists D (a 
PO-name) such that 
lt, “D is an ultrafilter on o and QO = P(D)“. 
~r=p + 1: (Pi; Qj: i, j < /3) is a system of mixed support iteration of P(D) and 
IFP, is defined by p E P, iff 
(i) dam(p) = B, 
(ii) I{r<P:p 1 rlepy“~ny=p(Y)“}I~Ko, 
(iii> I {Y < P: p 1 y h, “&, spr p(Y)) I < KJ~ 
(iv) For every y < j3, p r y ltiFPy “p(y) E QY”. 
We call P6 the mixed support limit of (P,, Q=: (Y < /I). And we let p c,,~ q 
mean p s q and for every p < CX, q I/3 I$ “p(p) Iraq”. Now we give the 
definition of Qs: There is D (a PO-name) such that ltPp “D is an ultrafilter on w 
and Qs = P(D)“. The ordering $+ on pB is defined by: p dps q iff Vy < 
fiq r 11 “p(y) Q, q(y)“. W.1.o.g. we say in this case that pfi is a P-stage mixed 
support iteration of P(D). 
(Y = IJ (Y # 0: ( IFDi; Qj; i, j < cu) is a system of mixed support iteration of P(D) 
iff for each P<cY, (pi;Qj;i,j<@) is a system of mixed support iteration of 
P(D). 
The following facts may be proved by following the arguments given in [l, $451. 
1.14. Fact. Zf (&; Qj: i, j < /I + 1) is a mixed support iteration of P(D) then 
PB+I = PO *Q,- 
1.15. Fact. Zf (e; Q,: i, j < (Y + 1) rS a mixed support iteration of P(D) then: 
(i) Zf p< a then PO4 P, (i.e., every maximal antichain of PO is maximal 
antichain of P,). 
(ii) Therefore there exists Q (a PO-name) such that Pa *Q = P, and ItPO “Q is 
isomorphic to a mixed support iteration of P(D) of length CY - /3”. 
(iii) Zf a0 < aI < * - - < a = U CY~, P, is the mixed support limit of (Pp, Qp : p < 
a), P is the mixed support limit of (Pa,, P,.+,IP,,: n < w), then P = P,. 
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Also when P, is a mixed support iteration of P(D) we can restrict ourselves to 
those conditions p E P, which are simple (see [lo]), this means that the names 
used in p are simple names. These conditions are dense in P,. 
We will finish this section by showing that if P, is a mixed support iteration of 
P(D) and in each stage D is a Ramsey ultrafilter, then P, has the Laver property. 
1.16. Main Claim. Let e = (e, Qi: i < a) be an iteration of mixed support. If tis 
a Pa-name and kpW “z E (0, l}” and p E P,, then there are q E P, and t E (0, l} 
such that 
(9 P sPr 4 E Pa7 
(ii) q IF z = t. 
Proof. This will be proved by induction on a: 
Case (Y = 0. Trivial. 
Case a=/3 + 1. Let GB c Ps be generic over V. In V[GB], p(p) E Qs[G,], 
z/G@ is a Qs[Gs]-name, therefore there are s, q(p) such that 
s(q(P)) = S(P(P))* q(P) E Q,#%A 
q(p) ItQs[Gs] “2 = s”, s E (0, l}. 
Hence we have PO-names s and q(p) for s and q(p) respectively. Apply the 
induction hypothesis to Q r/3 for s and p r 6 and we get s’ E (0, l} and q r p E P6 
such that 
Thus q 1 p U {(p, q(p))} and s’ are as required. 
Case cof(cu) = o. By Fact l.lS(iii), w.1.o.g. (Y= w, p = (p,: n < o), pn is a 
P,-name of a member of Q,,. We define qn such that: 
(i) q,, is P,-name of a member of Qn. 
(ii) Ikpn “p, Spr qn”. 
(iii) In VK, qn decides s,, where: for G,,, z P,+l generic over V, s, is i + 1 iff 
there is I E P,IG,,,, such that Dom r = [n + 1, o), P,/G,, k “p 1 [n + 1, w) spr r” 
and r ItP,IGn+, ‘<z = Z”, with i minimal under those conditions; otherwise (i.e., 
there is no such k) S, = 0 (actually q,, is a P,-name of a member of Qn[G,]). 
Nowq=(q,:n<o)~P,,p<~,q;clearlythereexistr, q<rEP,, and1<2 
such that 
r It “t = p’. 
There is some m such that m Sn < o implies r r {n} is pure. Hence 
p 1 [m, 0) spr r 1 [m, 01. We can prove by downward induction on j s m that for 
some I > 0 we have 
(r r m) U {qm} II “s, = I”. 
For m = 0 we finish, by definition of s,. 
Case cof(a) > w. Then for some p < (Y, t is a PO-name. Cl 
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1.17. Fact. Zf Q = (P;,; Qi: i < a) is a mixed support iteration of P(D), when for 
every coordinate D is a Ramsey ultrafilter, then P, = the mixed limit of G has the 
L-aver property. 
Proof. Because in each coordinate we are forcing with a Ramsey ultrafilter, we 
know that every coordinate satisfies the Laver property. In such a case the most 
natural proof for the limit case should be a ‘preservation under mixed support 
iteration’ as in [lo, VI 01.61. But in this specific case the most simple argument is 
given by a ‘fusion argument’, as in [l, 07.11. Essentially we need to show [l, 
P9.61, and for this we use our 1.16, and the fact that in every coordinate D is a 
Ramsey ultrafilter (this is necessary!). We leave the deails to the reader. 0 
2. The first model for the Bore1 Conjecture 
2.0. Lemma. Let &: a < wl) be in V a sequence of distinct reals and let D be an 
ultrajilter in V and P E VP@‘) be such that 
Then 
VpcD) k “P has the Laver property”. 
VpcD)*’ b “(f=: IX -C ol) does not have strong measure zero”. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion fails. Working in VpcD) let (nk: k < CO) be the 
increasing sequence of natural numbers given by the Ramsey real; then there 
exists (&: k < CO) such that 
(i) ttp “& E “k2”, 
(ii) Itp “(V, < o1 3”k < w)(fa 1 nk = qk)“. 
Then 9 in VpcD), there exists (ijk: k < o) such that for every k < o we have 
fjk~*k2 and 1ijkl=k2 
and 
Itp “& E ijk” 
(all this is possible because P has the Laver property). The sequences ( jjk: k < 
CO), (qk: k<w) belong to V eD) therefore the problem is now a problem that , 
involves only P(D). 
Now we pass to V, and here we have ( jjk: k < CO) and (nk: k < CO) being 
P(D)-names, and we have 
(*) IkP(D) “@+a 3-k % E jjk)(fm r nk = q)“. 
We will show that (*) is false. This gives the proof of the lemma. 
Let N be a countable elementary substructure of H(2’“o, E, s) containing D, 
(ij,;k<CB), (n,:k<fZO), (fa: (Y<Wl). 
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We will prove that the following holds: 
(**) Let & 4 N be a countable ordinal; then for every p E P(D) fl N, and for 
every p E p, s(p) E p, there exists A E D such that for every m E A, there 
exists qm E N tl P(D), pip ^+=)I spr q,,, and qm IF,(,) ‘tfn 1 m # jjlp,“. (Note 
that qm It “nip, = m”.) 
By proving (**), and using induction on the levels of the tree it is possible to 
build a (N, P(D))-generic condition q satisfying 
4 11 (vk)(f, 1 tik $ iik) 
in contradiction with (*). 
In order to show (**) let p E N fl P(D), and p E p be given. Let A be such that 
A = {m: p”(m) EP}; 
then A E D f~ N. For every m E A let qm in P(D) rl N, and n;nP, c_ “2 be such that 
lrl;lp,l = IPI*, %?I lbP(D) “,;I = &,” pIP^(m)l < .pr qm 
(for this use the Laver condition of P(D)). 
SetA,={m:f, rrn$F/;“,}. 
If A0 E D we are done. If A0 4 D, then set 
H = {/I: (3A E D)(Vm E A)(fs 1 m E ?j;“p,)}. 
Clearly the parameters in the definition of H belong to N, therefore H belongs 
to N. 
Claim. H is finite. 
Proof. If not, fix I> I fj,,,,l = lpi*, and q, az, . . . , al in H and A,, . . . , AI in D 
witnessing this. Let m E A, n - - * rl Al be such that for every 1, < l2 < 1, fiy,, 1 m # 
fn,, 1 m. Then by hypothesis on aj, 1 sj s 1, 
and this implies that there exist aj # & such that f& r m -fn, 1 m, a 
contradiction 0 (Claim) 
Then the Claim implies that Hc N, and if A,$ D then (Y EHE N, a 
contradiction. Cl 
2.1. Theorem. Let Q be a forcing notion satisfying: for every Q-name, for a 
sequence ( fa: CY < ml) of distinct real numbers there exists P and a P-name D of 
an ultrafilter such that 
(i) ( fa: a < toI) is a P-name, 
(ii) P * Z’(D) 4 Q, 
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(iii) V p*.p(D) k “Q/(P * P(D)) has the Laver property”. 
Then in VQ the Bore1 Conjecture holds. 
Proof. Use Lemma 2.0 working in VP. 0 
2.2. Theorem (Laver). Zf V k CH, then there exists P a forcing notion such that 
VP ‘F “Bore1 Conjecture”. 
Proof. Let Q = (P,: Qa; a< w2) be such that: 
(i) For every c~ < w2, there exists a Pm-name D for a Ramsey ultrafilter such 
that 
It, “Qn = P(D)“. 
(ii) P, is the mixed support limit of Q 1 a. 
Let P be the mixed support limit of Q. Then P satisfies the assumption given in 
Theorem 2.1. Therefore in VP the Bore1 Conjecture holds. 
It remains to show that there exists in V a Q satisfying (i) and (ii). The problem 
is (i) but for every a, 
11, “CH” 
and this implies that in Vpu there are Ramsey ultrafilters. Cl 
2.3. Corollary. Let V be a model of ZFC and let D be an ultrafilter in V. Then 
for every sequence (fm: (Y < col) E V of distinct real numbers we have 
VpcD) k “ (f * (Y < q) does not have strong measure zero”. LX. 
Remark. The problem is that if D is not a Ramsey ultrafilter, an iteration of 
P(D) may add Cohen reals, therefore we need to use Ramsey ultrafilters in order 
to obtain the Bore1 Conjecture in a generic extension. 
3. Adding random reals to the usual models for the Bore1 Conjecture 
Let R be a measure algebra (i.e., the positive sets of a measure product of 
(0, l} endowed with the equidistributive probability). This forcing notion has an 
absolute definition and satisfies the following fact: 
3.1. Fact. If f is an R-name for a real in V E V1, then f is an R-name for a real in 
V’. 
(Note that RV E RV’ but not RV4RV’, this holds only for maximal antichains 
which are in V.) 
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3.2. Definition. Let r~ be an R-name for a member 
We define 
of “2 and let h: “2+[0, 11. 
where [ jj is the Boolean value with respect to the measure algebra, and p is the 
Lebesgue measure. 
From now on we fix a ground model V, a sequence f = (&: 1y < ol) E V, of 
distinct reals where eachf, is an R-name for a function from o to 2. Let V’ be a 
generic extension of V by forcing the Laver real “Lv” (you can use P(D), or 
Mathias). Let (Q: i < o) = fi be the Laver real over V, clearly fi E V’. Also we 
fix k: o+ co, k E V. Before we establish the main fact for the proof of the 
theorem we need the following definition: 
3.3. Definition. Let V* 2 V’ be a model of ZFC, then we say V* b (*)( f, ii, k) 
iff for every family of functions (h,; i < co) such that 
hi: “12+ [0, 11, 
there exists (Y < wi such that 
c Ex(k(f, r ni)) <m. 
ii0 
3.4. Fact. For every k E V, 
V1 b (*)( f, ii, k). 
Proof. Let N < (H(2*‘“), E, 6) be countable and {(hi: i < o)?, ii, k} E N; re- 
member that hi are Lv-names and ii is the canonical name for the Laver 
sequence. We will show that the following holds: 
(1) For every (Y E w1 - N, for every p E Lv rl N, for every stem(p) G p EP and 
for every E > 0, there exists A E [w]~ such that for all m E A, there exists 
qm E Lv fl N, p’PA(m)1 cpr qm and qm ltLu “Ex(h,,,+ldf, 1 m)) G E”. Also A E 
{m:p^(m)Ep}. (p’~‘={8Ep:ycO or (3~11) for ~IEO<~, qSprr iff 
stem(q) = stem(r)). 
Clearly by proving (l), and using induction on the levels of the tree we can give 
4, P spr q and q It- (*)(f, ii, k). 
Inordertoshow(l)letpELvnN, p~pbegiven.LetA={m:p^(m)~p}. 
Then A E N. 
We define the following function 
T,(n) = 2”, T,+,(n) = 2T,(“’ for r 3 1. 
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Now for every m E A, let qm E Lv II N and h” E N be such that 
(a) plP^(“)l Gpr qm, 
(b) h”:“2+ T(m:k(m)):O==l~T,(m+k(m))}, 
I 3 
(c) l 
T,(m + k(m)) 
)“. 
(Therefore C ,,Em2 h”(q) s k(lpl + 1) + 1. These qm’s are found by using the 
Laver condition and rational approximations to h,,,+,(n).) 
Set A, = {m: Ex(h”(f, 1 m)) s s/2}. If A0 E [A]“, then for all m E A0 - mo, for 
a m, fixed, 
qm IF W&+,(_L 1 m)) c Wh”(f, 1 m)) +-L 
T,(m + k(m)) < & 
and this implies (1). 
Hence the problem is when A0 is finite. In this case we define 
H = { LY: (3m E w)(Vn E A - m)(Ex(h”df, 1 n)) > c/2)}. 
Clearly the parameters in the definition of H belong to N, therefore H E N. 
Claim. H is finite. 
Proof. Let I= 4(k(lpl+ 1) + 1)/e + 1 and fix (ai: 0 < i s I) E H distinct elements 
of H, and mi witnessing q E H. Let m > SUp{mi: i s I} + m,, m E A and B E R 
such that 
,u(B) z= l-- 
& 
4(w~l+ 1) + 1) 
and 
P(U, 1 m =fa, r mll n B) = 0 
for every i #j less than I+ 1. (Remember that R forces that f, and fa, are 
distinct .) 
Then 
(remember that, inside B, p([fn, 1 ml n [f,, 1 ml) = 0) 
qpl+l)+l+;.I. 
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Therefore there exists i G 1 such that 
Wh’Yf, 1 ml) < 
WI + 1) + l+ _E 
f 4 
but, by the choice of I, we get 
Ex(h”(f,, pm,)<;+;=; 
a contradiction to the fact that m E A - mi. 0 (Claim) 
Therefore H G N and this implies that LY 4 iY, a contradiction. 0 
3.5. Lemma. Suppose that P E V’ is a forcing notion satisfying the Laver property 
and suppose that 
(9 V’ k (*)(.E fi, k’), 
(ii) k’: CO+ o is such that lim,,, k’(k)lk’(k) = 00. 
Then (V’)’ k (*)( j, fi, k’). 
Proof. Let (hi: i < CO) be P-names for functions hi in VP from q2 to [0, 11, for 
each i < CD, such that 
c hi(q) 6 k’(i). 
rjE”12 
By using the Laver property we get 
(hi*: i < CO) E V’ 
satisfying: 
(a) for every i E w, for every q E “2, hi(q) c hT( q); 
(b) Cr,c+2 h:(q) < k’(i) (by the Laver property we can get, for each i, 
k0(i)/2k’(i) approximations for (hi(q): q E “12) with error less than l/T,(n, + 
k’(i) + k’(i)), using rational numbers). Now, as V’k (*)(f, fi, k’), we obtain 
(Y < w1 such that 
2 Ex(hl?;(f= 1 ni)) < 03. 
This (Y works for showing 
C Ex(hi(fm Ini)) < 03. •I 
3.6. Corollary. If (k’: 1 < 0) E V, each k’: w + CO and for every 1 
and 
lim k’(i)/k’+l(i) = ~0 
i-m 
V1 b “(VI < w)((*)( j=, 3, k’))” 
268 H. Judah et al. 
and P E V1 satisfies the Laver property, then 
(V’)’ k (VI < w)((*)( f, ii, k’)). 
3.7. Corollary. For every k E V, if P E V1 has the Laver property, then 
(V’)’ F (*)(f, fi, k). 
(Use Corollary 3.6 and Fact 3.4.) 
3.8. Lemma. Let P E V1 satisfy the Laver condition. Then 
(V’)P*R b “( fa: LY < ml) does not have strong measure zero”. 
Proof. If the condition of the theorem does not hold, then there exist (pi: i < o) 
such that for every i < w, pi is an R-name for a member of “i2 and 
(pi: i < UI) E (V’)‘, and B E R, 
(V’)’ k “B lt~ “(VLY E Ol)(3”i)(pi = fm 1 ni)” “. 
In (V’)’ we define the following functions 
hi: “‘2~ [O, 11, hi(P) = ~(1 Pi = PII)* 
Then clearly (hi: i < W) E (V’)’ and for every i, 
qz2 hi(q) 6 1 
and for every i, for every a < o, 
Ex(hi(fm 1 ni)) = rl(II pi =fa r nil). 
Therefore, there exists a such that 
C P(U Pi =fa r 4 < m, 
Therefore there exists iO < o such that 
ig0 P(lI Pi =f= 1 nill) < P(B)/2- 
/. 
Therefore there exists C E R such that p(B fl C) > 0 and 
cL(CnIIPi=fa ~dl)=O 
for all i > iO, but then 
C kR “(Vi > io)(pi # fn 1 ni)” 
a contradiction. 0 
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3.9. Theorem. Let V be a model of ZFC. Let Q be a forcing notion satisfying: 
For every Q-name cf,: LY < wI) for a sequence of real number there exists P such 
that 
(i) (fa: a< or) is a P-name. 
(ii) P* Lv@ Q. 
(iii) V p*Lv k “(2 /P * Lv has the Laver property”. 
And suppose that R is the measure algebra. Then 
VQ*R k “Bore1 Conjecture”. 
Proof. Use Lemma 3.8. The only remark is that an R-name for a real is 
essentially a real number. 0 
Clearly the iteration of o,-Laver reals is like the Q of the above theorem. 
Many other forcing notions satisfy this fact. We will finish with the following 
conjecture: 
Conjecture. V k “Bore1 Conjecture” iff VR k “Bore1 Conjecture” when R is 
random forcing. 
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